Sending Humanitarian Assistance for the Rohingyas temporarily sheltered in Bangladesh

Private persons including expatriate Bangladesh nationals, groups and organizations are expressing their willingness to provide humanitarian assistance for the Rohingyas who fled Myanmar and took shelter in Bangladesh.

2. Interested individuals, groups and organization can channel their contribution to the Bank account of Cox’s Bazar District Administration and Bangladesh Red Crescent Society (BDRCS):

   a. Designated Bank account particulars of Cox’s Bazar District Administration:

      Name of Account: Humanitarian Assistance to the Myanmar Citizen Illegally Migrated (Rohinga)
      C/A no : 33024625.
      Sonali Bank Limited
      Cox’s Bazaar Branch
      Cox’s Bazaar, Bangladesh.
      SWIFT CODE: BSONBDDH

   b. Designated Bank account particulars of Bangladesh Red Crescent Society (BDRCS):

      SONALI BANK LTD, MOGBHAZAR BRANCH, DHAKA.
      SWIFT CODE: BSONBDD HLOD
      BDRCS CYCLONE RELIEF FUND A/C NO. 200008129
      BDRCS MAIN COLLECTION A/C NO. 240000191
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